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Investigative Activity: Interview of Involved Officer 

Involves:   Sergeant (S), BCI (O)  

Activity Date:   4/20/2023   

Activity Location:  Ohio State Highway Patrol – Southington Post –  

3423 U.S. 422, Southington, Ohio 44470   

Authoring Agent:  SA Charles Moran #67  

 

Narrative: 

 

On Thursday, April 20, 2023, at 1107 hours, Ohio Bureau of Criminal Investigation (BCI) 

Special Agent (SA) Chuck Moran (SA Moran) and SA Cory Momchilov (SA Momchilov) 

interviewed Ohio State Highway Patrol (OSHP) Sergeant (Sgt.) , who was 

accompanied by his attorney, Lathan Lipperman. The interview took place at the OSHP – 

Southington Post. The interview was audio recorded. Attorney Lipperman requested that the 

interview not be video recorded. 

 

Sgt. read, understood, and signed the BCI Criminal Investigation Notification form.  

 

Sgt. had a prepared written statement. Sgt. read his written statement aloud.  

  

Preliminary and Demographic Information:  

Name: Rank: Sergeant (Sgt.) 

Badge Number: N/A Cruiser/Vehicle Number:

Radio Call Sign: N/A Immediate Supervisor: N/A 

Radio Channel Utilized: N/A   Mobile Data Terminal: N/A  

Cruiser Description: 2016 Dodge Charger 

with OSHP markings 

Occupants of Cruiser and Seating Positions: 

Solo 

Assignment: Patrol, supervision Normal Shift: 2200 – 0600 hours 

In-Car Camera: N/A Spotlight: Present; Not utilized 

Emergency Lights: Present; Not Utilized Siren: Present; Not Used 

Shift Day of Incident: 2200 – 0600 hours  Duty Status: On-Duty 

Days Off: Sundays and Mondays 

Prior Overtime or Extra Details within 

Preceding 48 Hours: Shift modified to work 

on Monday due to a post inspection 

Hours of Sleep Prior to Incident: N/A Consider Self Well Rested?: Yes 

Total Length as Officer: 22 ½ years Length at Current Agency: 22 ½ years 
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Physical Disabilities (to include hearing 

aid): None 
Corrective Lenses:  No Corrective Lenses 

Uniform Worn: Standard OSHP uniform, 

gray pants, gray long sleeve shirt, tie, black 

coat with OSHP patches, badge, and Sgt. 

chevrons 

Equipment and Less-Lethal Options 

Carried on Person/Belt/Vest: N/A 

Ballistic Vest: N/A Body Worn Camera: Present & Used 

Other Recording Devices: N/A Partner: N/A 

Injuries: None Equipment Damage: None 

Training or Areas of Specialty: N/A OPOTC Certification: Current, OSHP 

academy March 2000 

Military Experience/Training: U.S. Marine 

Corps, Military Police Officer. U.S. Air Force 

Reserve, Combat Arms Instructor, two 

deployments Bahrain (2002), Iraq (2008). 

Use-of-Force Training: N/A 

Prior Shooting Incidents: N/A Prior Discipline or Use-of-Force 

Complaints: N/A 

Medications, Prescriptions, or Drugs that 

might Impair Your Duties at Time of 

Incident: None 

Medications, Prescriptions, or Drugs that 

might Impair You Now for Interview: N/A 

 Last Consumed Alcohol Prior to Incident: 

None 

 

Officer’s Firearm(s): 

Weapon #1  

Make: Aero Precision Model: M4E1 

Caliber/Gauge: .223 caliber Serial:

Type:  Rifle Method of Carry: Unknown 

Magazine Capacity: 30 Total Rounds as Carried (including 

chamber): 28 

Extra Magazines: N/A Number of Rounds in Extra Magazines: 

N/A 

Discharged During Incident?  Yes Primary or Backup Weapon: Primary 

Rounds Remaining After Incident: 26 Number of Rounds Fired: 2 
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Right/Left-Handed Carry: Right-Handed Ownership: Department Owned 

Last Qualification Date: Qualified, unknown 

date 

Type of Holster, if any: N/A 

 

Below are a few sections of Sgt. s written statement about why he fired his rifle during the 

incident: 

 

 
Page 5 of file labeled, “Written Statement – OSHP Sgt. ” 
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Pages 6-7 from file labeled, “Written Statement – OSHP Sgt. ” 
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Page 7 from file labeled, “Written Statement – OSHP Sgt. ” 
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Pages 7-8  from file labeled, “Written Statement – OSHP Sgt. ” 
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Page 8  from file labeled, “Written Statement – OSHP Sgt. ” 

 

After Sgt. read his statement, SA Moran and SA Momchilov asked him questions. SA 

Momchilov asked Sgt. about the 28 rounds he carried in the rifle. Sgt. explained 

that he carried 28 rounds due to the spring tension in the magazine. He does not keep a round in 

the chamber and has to charge (pull the bolt back or “rack” a round) the rifle before using it. 

 

SA Momchilov asked Sgt. about the part of his statement when he mentioned that there 

was information that the subject, Fred Wild (Wild), was possibly armed with a “muzzle loader”. 

Sgt. said a muzzle loader was a “primitive” firearm and was loaded with black powder 

and then the projectile into the muzzle. Sgt. said a muzzle loader could “absolutely” cause 

the death of someone. 

 

SA Momchilov asked Sgt. about the plan that the officers had about possible breaching 

the structure of Wild did not come out voluntarily. Sgt. said the initial information 

received was that the truck was “back in the woods” and not near the cabin. When the officers 

observed the truck in very close proximity to the cabin they still had a plan to “call him out”. The 

plan was for Trumbull County Sheriff’s Office (TCSO) Deputy and Brookfield Township 
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Police Department (BTPD) Sgt. to approach the door and the other officers would 

“surround” the cabin. 

 

SA Momchilov asked Sgt. about hearing other gunshots and if he made his decision to 

fired based upon what he saw or what he heard. Sgt. stated, “I fired first. So, I knew why, 

exactly why I was firing.”  

 

SA Momchilov asked about the distance the truck traveled and the distance between the officers 

Sgt. saw on the dirt path and the truck. Sgt. looked at the overhead scan image that 

was printed for his use. Sgt. pointed to an area under a tree where a pile of pallets were 

located (to the southeast of the cabin). Sgt. pointed to an area near the front of the truck 

(where it came to rest/stopped) and indicated that he last saw officers in that area as the truck 

began moving in a southeasterly direction. Sgt. stated, “We were all pretty close together.” 

 

SA Momchilov asked Sgt. about the moments when he observed Wild moving inside the 

truck. Sgt. said he heard Sgt. and other officers yelling at Wild to show his hands. 

Sgt. said he saw the “window” and realized that Wild “essentially super-manned through 

that window into the truck.” Sgt. stated, “It seemed more, kind of, he was laying down 

toward the passenger side and I could see him come up and then when he was up, I really 

couldn’t see his left side, but I could tell, it appeared he was reaching for the ignition.” Sgt. 

added, “Once the truck started he threw it in gear and accelerated.” 

 

SA Momchilov asked Sgt. if he watched any of the body-worn camera (BWC) videos of 

the incident. Sgt. said he watched his BWC video once, but it fell off during the incident. 

Sgt. also watched Sgt. Grimm’s BWC video and Trooper Boyle’s BWC video. SA 

Momchilov asked Sgt. if his statement was based off of his memory or from the BWC 

videos. Sgt. stated, “Off memory.” 

 

SA Moran asked Sgt. about the moments when Wild started driving the truck and if he 

sensed the truck moving to the southeast or if he realized it after when he saw the tire tracks. Sgt. 

answered, “No, I could sense it ‘cause initially he was coming straight at me.” Sgt. 

said he could not “speculate” why Wild turned the truck. Sgt. said, “It was in fast forward 

and slow motion at the same time if that makes any sense.” Sgt. said he could “clearly” 

see Wild turn the truck and drive toward the road where the other officers were located. Sgt. 

said he stood on the pallets to have an “elevated” position and it helped him to avoid 

crossfire if he needed to do something. 
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SA Moran asked Sgt. if he experienced any “perceptual phenomena” during the incident. 

Sgt. said both of his gunshots were “muffled” and he could feel the recoil. He heard the 

other “eight to ten” gunshots fired by other officers “plain as day.” 

 

SA Moran asked Sgt. about the moments when the truck was driving toward him and his 

decision to fire. Sgt. stated, “I knew they were there and when he was initially coming at 

me it wouldn’t have been safe for me to fire because I had Trooper Boyle, who was right here 

(pointed to overhead scan image to the southeast corner of the cabin) and I think Sgt. was 

actually over here as well (pointed to gravel area on southeast side of cabin) ‘cause when the 

truck came up he kind of came behind and was somewhere over here and was still on the 

right side on here (pointed to gravel area on south side of cabin). When he (Wild) turned, 

knowing that the other guys were right there and he was heading towards them I didn’t know 

one, if they could engage or even if they would ‘cause I can’t get in their heads to know what 

they were seeing or thinking at the time, but I just knew that if it needed to be done I had the 

safest opportunity to do it without injuring any officers.” 

 

SA Moran asked Sgt. if he was certain that he fired first. Sgt. said he was “1000 

percent” certain that he fired first. SA Moran asked Sgt. about the moments that he fired 

and his point of aim. SA Moran also asked about the time that it took and how the gunshots went 

through the driver’s side. Sgt. stated, “Could be the time that it took. I saw my first round 

impact if that, if that helps.” SA Moran asked Sgt. if he believed his rounds were 

effective. Sgt. stated, “Yes, it’s, I could see an immediate reaction, ‘cause this is the part 

where it’s like slow motion. When I shot I could see my first round somewhere around here 

(pointed to upper middle of chest). I saw his shirt move and is arms and his like, shoulders 

lurched forward. And then, you know, I hate to assume, but I think his foot must have slipped off 

of the gas and onto the brake ‘cause it made no sense for it to like slow down.” Sgt. said 

he had to account for the “mechanical offset” of the rifle sights and his point of aim was the 

upper chest near the bottom of the neck. 

 

SA Momchilov asked for clarification about Sgt. s view and positioning during the 

shooting. Sgt. said the pallets were elevated (he estimated the height of the chair everyone 

was seated in, approximately 18-24 inches from the ground) and he had a “downward angle.” 

Sgt. said the driver’s side window of the truck was rolled down and he could see “this 

much of his torso” (pointed to area about ¾ down from shoulders to waist).  
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The interview ended at 1133 hours. Sgt. and Attorney Lipperman declined the opportunity 

to watch Sgt. s BWC video. 

 

Attachments: 

1. BCI Criminal Investigation Notification Form - OSHP Sgt.

2. Written Statement - OSHP Sgt. 

3. 2023-04-20 - Audio - Interview of OSHP Sgt. - 803_0766 

4. 2023-0795 Overhead diagram w-o placards 
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